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ABSTRACT 
If (.A, D) is stabilizable, it is well known how to verify the solvability or the 
existence of positive definite solutions of the nonstrict algebraic Riccati inequal- 
ity (ARI) A*X + Xd - XUZ3’X + & 2 0. This paper serves to demonstrate 
how far it is presently possible to generalize these results if the uncontrollable 
modes of (d,a) are not restricted. We prove a new reduction principle which 
may be formulated as follows: The AR1 has a solution iff a certain reduced-order 
Riccati equation (for a stabilizable system), a linear equation, and a reduced- 
order nonstrict Lyapunov inequality (corresponding to the uncontrollable modes 
on the imaginary axis) have solutions. Basically, the quadratic Riccati inequality 
is hence reduced to a linear Lyapunov inequality. We discuss how this principle 
may be applied to actually check the solvability of the ARI. As the main moti- 
vation for our work we briefly explain the consequences of these results for the 
general state-feedback H,-optimization problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the algebraic Riccati inequality (ARI) 
A’X+Xd-XBB*X+QLO (1) 
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where A is an n x n, t3 an n x m, and & an n x n Hermitian complex 
matrix. Our main focus is on characterizing whether (1) has a Hermitian 
or positive definite solution. 
If (A, B) is stabilizable, it is well known that (1) has a Hermitian solu- 
tion iff the corresponding algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) 
d*X+Xd-XBZ?*X+Q=O (2) 
has a Hermitian solution 2 such that A ->a*,? has all its eigenvalues in 
the closed left half plane. Moreover, X_l X holds for any other Hermitian 
solution X of (1). Hence ,? is unique. X exists iff the Jordan blocks of the 
Hamiltonian matrix 
with respect to its eigenvalues on the imaginary axis have even size, an 
easily verifiable condition. Finally, if it exists, ,? can be computed alge- 
braically using certain well-defined generalized eigenvectors of 1-I [l-3, 6, 
8, 9, 151. All this implies that (1) has a positive definite solution iff 2 
exists and is positive definite, which is again easy to check. Recall that the 
characterization for solvability in terms of the Hamiltonian matrix persists 
to hold if (A, B) h as no uncontrollable modes on the imaginary axis [4]. 
Obviously, all these hypotheses on (A, B) explicitly exclude uncontrol- 
lable modes of (A, f3) on the imaginary axis, which are our main interest. 
In Section 2 we discuss a new reduction result which holds without any 
assumption on the uncontrollable modes of (A, Z?) and is a reminiscence of 
what has been proved for the strict AR1 in [lo]. Section 3 shows how to ac- 
tually verify the existence of Hermitian or positive definite solutions of (1) 
by reducing it, under a certain regularity condition, to the same problem 
for a Lyapunov inequality. Section 4 is devoted to studying the Lyapunov 
inequality d*X + Xd + & 2 0 if A has all its eigenvalues on the imagi- 
nary axis. We recall the algebraic test for the existence of arbitrarily large 
solutions [12] and, as new results, solve the genuine solvability problem if 
A is nonderogatory. Finally, in Section 5 (with proofs in Section 6) we 
remove the regularity assumption and end up with a complete procedure to 
check the existence of Hermitian or positive definite solutions of (1) if the 
zero structure of the pencil (A - SI l3) with respect to the imaginary axis 
is nonderogatory. The present paper is the completion of a preliminary 
conference version [13] in which we only discuss the regular case if (A, B) 
has no uncontrollable modes in the open right half plane. 
Apart from its own interest in providing further steps towards solvability 
criteria for the ARE or ARI without any restriction on (A, B), our results 
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do have immediate applications to the general state-feedback H,-control 
problem at optimality. We have proved in [ll] that the optimal value is 
attained iff the ARI (1) has a positive definite solution where A, 23, and &J 
may be directly determined from the data matrices and the optimal value. 
In this problem, the uncontrollable modes of (d, 23) on the imaginary axis 
are due to certain invariant zeros. Hence the most general algebraically 
verifiable (necessary or sufficient) conditions for the existence of a positive 
definite solution of (1) provide the best tests to decide whether the optimum 
is attained. 
NOTATION. R are the real numbers, and C = C- u Co u C+ the 
complex numbers partitioned into the open left half plane, the imaginary 
axis, and the open right half plane. For T E R, [T] denotes the largest 
integer not larger than r. Any matrix, space, or subspace in this paper 
is complex. A* is the complex conjugate transpose of A, and a(A) is the 
set of eigenvalues of A if it is square. A > B (A 2 B) means that A, B 
are of the same size, that both are Hermitian, and that A - B is positive 
(semi)definite. We work extensively with partitioned matrices whose blocks 
are, in algebraic operations, tacitly assumed to be of compatible size; a 
nonzero block without particular notation is denoted by *. Any system 
i = Aa: + Bu or pair (A, B) is identified with the pencil (A - s1 B), and 
we denote the zeros of this pencil (which coincide with the uncontrollable 
modes) by o( A- s1 B) [5]. Finally, we adopt the concept of empty matrices 
and the related conventions as introduced in [14] to avoid unnecessarily 
cumbersome notation. 
2. THE REDUCTION PRINCIPLE 
The main technical tool throughout the paper is to transform A and 
B with some nonsingular 7 into a shape which displays the uncontrollable 
modes on the imaginary axis and in the open right half plane: 
with 
c~(Al - SIBI) c C-, 4A2) c Co, c(A3) c C+. 
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We partition the transformed versions of Q and X accordingly as 
I*Q7= ($ ?$ $2) and I*XI= (2; 5 ;,). 
Then it is very easy to see that the blocks of R := F(A*X $ Xd - 
XBB*X + Q)7 are given as 
RI = A;Xl + XlAl - XIBIB;XI+ &I, 
Rlz = (Al - BlB;Xl)*Xn + XlzAz + XlAl2 + Q12, 
R13 = (AI -B~B;XI)*XI~+ X13A3+XlA13+Q13, 
R2 = A;X2 + X2A2 + A;,X12 + X;,Al2 - X&BlB;Xl2 + Q2, 
R23 = A;X23 + X23A3 + X;2Al3 + A;2X13 - Xr2B1B;X13 + Q23, 
R3 = A;X3 + X3A3 + A;3X13 + X;3A13 - X;3B~B;X13 + Q3, 
and we also note 
?--‘(A - BB*X)I 
i 
Al - BIB,“Xl Al2 - BlB;Xl2 Al3 - BlB;X13 
ZZ 0 A2 0 
0 0 A3 
As a first step we clarify that the uncontrollable modes of (d - s1 B) in 
the open right half plane do not play any role for the solvability problem. 
This reduces the general problem to one for a system with all uncontrollable 
modes in the closed left half plane. 
THEOREM 1. The ARI (1) has a Hermitian solution X (which is posi- 
tive definite) ifl the ARI 
(2 ?;)*x+x($ “b,‘) 
-X(7) (“b)*X+(i;2 &dz’) 20 (4) 
has a Hermitian solution X (which is positive definite). 
Note that the necessity in this result is obvious. The proof of the sufficiency 
part (in the appendix) is nontrivial and exploits our ability to construct a 
specific solution of (4) which is based on the reduction principle formulated 
in the next theorem. 
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We first summarize important consequences of the solvability of (4). 
THEOREM 2. If (4) has the Hermitian solution 
then there exists a Hermitian solution .? of (4) with 
which overbounds X as 
Xlji 
and whose blocks 
satisfy 
(5) 
cT(Al - BlB&) c c-l u CO, 
ATi1 + -7?lAl- .flBIB;_& + Q1 = 0, (6) 
(Ai - B&i)*% + %A2 + %A12 + Qi2 = 0, (7) 
A;% + 22A2 -t AT2212 + .%,*,A12 - X;,B1B;%2 + Q2 2 0. (8) 
We chose a formulation of this result which shows the similarities and 
differences to the case that (d - s1 B) is stabilizable: 2 does not, in 
general, satisfy the equation, and it is not unique. However, it yields the 
same spectral properties, it can be chosen larger than any other solution 
of the ARI, and it satisfies the ARE “as far as possible.” 
If 2, = x;, 21, and x2 = 2; satisfy (6)-(8), then (5) is obviously a 
Hermitian solution of (1). Hence we combine Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 
to arrive at the following central reduction principle for the solvability of 
the algebraic Riccati inequality. 
COROLLARY 3. The ARI (1) h as a Hermitian (and positive definite) 
solution iff there exists a Hermitian (and positive definite) - - 
Xl x12 ( ) XT2 z2 
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whose blocks satisfy (6)-(8). 
The solvability question is hence reduced to the solvability problem 
for a Riccati equation for the stabilizable system (Al - sI BI), a certain 
linear equation, and a nonstrict Lyapunov inequality involving AZ which 
has eigenvalues only in Co. 
Let us recall that this reduction principle holds for the strict ARI d*X 
+Xd - XBB*X + Q > 0 with the following modifications: In (6) one 
has to replace C- U Co by C-, and the nonstrict inequality in (8) has 
to be replaced by the corresponding strict version [lo]. In the case of 
o(d - sI f3) c C- U Co, the reduction principle also holds for the algebraic 
Riccati equation if one just replaces the Lyapunov inequality (8) with the 
corresponding Lyapunov equation. 
The proofs of both theorems are given in the appendix. 
3. THE VALIDATION PROBLEM 
In the present paper, the main use of the reduction principle is its 
application to the validation problem whether (1) has a Hermitian (and 
positive definite) solution. 
We start by verifying whether the unique Hermitian Xi satisfying (6) 
exists. If not all CO-Jordan blocks of the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix 
have even size, we can stop, since (1) has no Hermitian solution. Otherwise 
we proceed, since Xi exists and it can be computed algebraically. If Xi 
is not positive definite, (1) has no Hermitian positive definite solution. 
Hence we can and will assume for the rest of the paper that Xi exists (and 
is positive definite). 
We wag to introduce simplified notation. For this reason F no_te that, 
in case of Xi > 0, the matrix (5) is positive definite iff Xs > X;sX;iXiz. 
Moreover, we can assume without loss_of generality A12 = BIF for some 
F. This implies A_f2X12 + ZizAlz - XizB1B;X12 + Qz = Qz + F*F - 
(Bl% + F)*(B;Xn + F). 
All this allows us to reformulate what remains to be checked as follows: 
Given A, B with a(-A* - sl B) c C-, M with a(M) c Co, F, R, Q = Q*, 
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has a Hermitian solution 2 (with 2 > Y*XY). 
Under the regzllarity assumption 
a(A) no(M) = 0, (11) 
(9) has a unique solution Y which we can fix for the considerations to 
follow. If we define N := Q - (B*Y + F)*(B*Y + F), it remains to check 
whether the Lyapunov inequality M*Z + ZM + N 2 0 has a Hermitian 
solution 2 (with 2 > Y*XY). This reduces the general solvability problem 
for a quadratic inequality to one for a certain nonstrict linear Lyapunov 
inequality. If M is nonderogatory, we will show in Section 4 how to treat 
this remaining validation problem completely. 
Suppose the problem is nonregular, which means that A and M do have 
common eigenvalues. Then we need to test whether (9) is solvable, which 
is standard. If there is no solution, we can stop. Let us therefore assume 
that the solution set J’ of (9) is nonempty and hence a nontrivial linear 
manifold. We now have to find one out of the multitude of elements Y E y 
for which (10) has a Hermitian solution (Z with Z > Y*XY), and it is not 
clear which element to choose. Again, if M is nonderogatory, it is indeed 
possible to decide the existence of such a Y and, if existent, to construct it 
explicitly. This is the topic of the Sections 5 and 6. 
We conclude that we can decide whether A* X + XA - XBB* X + Q 2 0 
has a Hermitian or positive definite solution X if 
the CO-zero structure of (A - SI B) is nonderogatory. 
4. THE NONSTRICT LYAPUNOV INEQUALITY 
Given some M with a(M) c Co, N = N*, and Z = Z*, we need to be 
able to verify whether the Lyapunov inequality 
M*Z+ZM+N>O (12) 
has a Hermitian solution Z (with Z > 2). 
The corresponding problem for the strict Lyapunov inequality has a 
very satisfactory answer: M*Z + ZM + N > 0 is solvable iff (M - XI)x = 
0, TC # 0, implies z*Nz > 0. If it is solvable, there exist arbiearily large 
solutions, and hence one can always find a solution with Z > Z [lo]. 
The knowledge about the nonstrict inequality is far less complete. The 
solvability of (12) does not generally imply the existence of arbitrarily large 
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solutions. However, we proved in [12] the following algebraically verifiable 
characterization for the existence of arbitrarily large solutions. 
THEOREM 4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For any Hermitian 20, the Lyapunov inequality M*Z+ZM+N 2 0 
has a solution Z > 20. 
(b) Anyx # 0 with (M-U)x = 0 satisfies x*Nx 2 0, and if x*Nx = 0, 
there exists a y with y*(M - XI) = 0 and y*x # 0. 
If (12) is solvable, any eigenvector x of A4 always satisfies x*Nx 2 0. If 
M is diagonizable, no eigenvector x corresponding to some X is the starting 
vector of a nontrivial Jordan chain, and hence there always exists a y with 
y*(M - XI) = 0 and y*x # 0. We conclude that for a diagonizable M we 
recover the result for the strict inequality: (12) is solvable iff (M - XI)x = 0 
implies x*Nx 2 0. Moreover, if (12) has any solution, it also has one with 
2 > 2. However, the diagonizability of M is a rather strong hypothesis, 
and in general Theorem 4 only gives sufficient solvability, conditions which 
are far from necessary. 
As another step towards the general picture we present the desired 
characterization under the assumption that 
M is nonderogatory. 
Hence M can have nondiagonal Jordan blocks, but it is restricted to have 
only one block for each eigenvalue. Let us fix any nonsingular matrix 
T = (T1 . . . TP) such that T-‘MT is in upper Jordan canonical form 
diag(Ji, . . , JP). Let Xj be the eigenvalue of 53, uj the size of Jj, and 
denote the columns of Tj by ti, . . . , tju, . We also need an abbreviation for 
the matrix built of the first (Y columns of Tj: 
T;z := (t; . . tj,) for a= l,...,vj, j =l,..., p. 
Since M is nonderogatory, the eigenvalues Xj are pairwise different. More- 
over, we recall (M - xjI)ti = 0, (M - xjI)tj, = ti_1 for o = 2,. . . ,vj. 
Hence the condition for the solvability of the exact equation M’Z + ZM 
+N = 0 appearing in [7] is easily translated to the present situation: The 
complex numbers 
L;(N) := 5 (-1) ~+[(B+l)/zl(tja)*Ntjq_a+l (13) 
cx=l 
all vanish for p = 1,. . , vj and j = 1, . . . ,p. 
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We have introduced the factor (-1) ((0 + i)G because the quadratic 
term (tjp + i),J*Nt.;p + 1)/Z which appears in this sum for odd /3 and Q! = 
(,0 + l)/2 should be multiplied by +l. If (13) vanishes, this factor has no 
effect. However, if not all of these numbers vanish, they actually carry the 
relevant information to decide whether (12) is solvable, and then this sign 
adjustment facilitates the formulation of our main results. 
Let us now finally introduce, for any matrix N of the same size as M, 
the vj-dimensional row vector 
C’(N) := (L;(N) ... C;,,(N)) 
and collect all these in the row vector 
C(N) := (Cl(N) ... CP(N)). 
Obviously, Cj and L define linear maps. Moreover, we note the following 
structural property if N is Hermitian: The components of 13j(N) with 
odd indices are real, whereas those with even indices are purely imaginary. 
They are not, however, restricted in any other sense. 
For any Hermitian 2 we have C(M*Z+ZM) = 0. Since (12) is solvable 
if there exists a P > 0 and a Hermitian 2 with M*Z + ZM + N = P, 
linearity thus implies that (12) is solvable iff C(N) = L(P) for some P 2 0. 
To decide the solvability of (12) we hence only need to verify whether 
C(N), an easily computable vector, is contained in the image of the set of 
positive semidefinite matrices under C. Luckily enough, this image admits 
an explicit description. We first clarify the structural restrictions in C(P) 
caused by the assumption P 2 0: Each of the vectors Lj(P) either vanishes 
or has a real and positive first nonvanishing component. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose P 2 0, and let pj be the largest integer with 0 5 
2pj5uj andli(P)=Oforo=1:...,2pj. 
(a) If 2pj < uj then Lsp,+l(P) > 0. 
(b) PTj, = 0. 
Proof. Let aj be the largest integer with 0 5 2aj 5 uJ and Pt3, = 0 
for Q: = l,...,oj. The explicit definition of Cj implies ,Cj,(P) = 0 for 
ai = 1, . ,2aj and hence aj 5 pj. If 20~ = v~, we obtain o3 = pj and the 
proof is finished. In case 2aj + 1 5 v3, ,!I;,,, + 1(P) is well defined and equals 
(t;l+J*Pt:,,+i. BY Pt&+i # 0 and P > 0, this number is positive, which 
implies aj 2 pj. We conclude aj = pj, which again finishes the proof. ??
If (12) is solvable, C(N) necessarily admits the structure described in 
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Lemma 5. We now clarify that pj associated with Ci(N) determines which 
part of Z is uniquely fixed by the inequality M*Z + ZM + N 2 0. For 
later purposes we prove the following more general result for two Lyapunov 
inequalities with different right-hand sides. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose M*Zp + ZpM + Np > 0 for the Hermitian 20, Np 
and p = 1,2. For j = 1, . . . ,p, let the integers pj satisfy 0 5 2pi < Vi and 
Cj,(Nfi) = 0 fW Cr=1,...,2/3j, p=1,2 
Then the following properties hold for j, k = 1, . . . ,p: 
(a) Ifj # k, then (Tj3)*(N1 -Nz)T:~ = 0 implies (T$*(& -Zz)Tpkk = 
0. 
(b) Withr,s=l,...,pi onehas 
(tj,)*(& - Z2)t; + ~(-l)S+a(t~+,+,_,)*(N1 -N&j, = 0. (14 
Or=1 
Proof. We assume without restriction T = I. We partition 
with Zj of size pi x pj. 
Moreover, any matrix Q of the size of M is partitioned like M into blocks 
Qjk of dimension Vj X vk, and each block Qjk is further partitioned as 
Qjk = ( ‘ik 6,) , where Qik iS pj x pk. 
We stress that this implies (Tij)*QT,$k = ajk. 
By L(No) = C(M*Z~+Z~M+Np) and M’Zoi-ZpMi-Np > 0, Lemma 
5 implies (M*Zg + ZpM + Np)T,k, = 0 for k = 1, . . . , p and /? = 1,2. Let 
usdefineZ:=Zr-ZzandN:=Nr-NzaswellasQ:=M*Z+ZM+N. 
We have just shown 
QT,& = 0 for k=l,...,p. (15) 
By definition and our partition scheme we clearly have 
Jj’Zjk i- Zjk Jk i Njk - Qik = Q. (16) 
The assumption of (a) amounts to j # k and &k = 0, and we have to prove 
Zjk = 0. By (15), Qjk vanishes, and hence (16) yields Jj*gjk +Ejk& = 0. 
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By j # k, .& and & have different eigenvalues, which implies zj, = 0 
as desired. 
Let us now prove (b) with j = k. Since (16) is equivalent to (Jj - 
Xjl)*Zjj + Zjj(Jj - $1) + Njj - Qjj = 0, we can assume o(Jj) = (0) and 
work directly with (16). It is not difficult to see that (16) then yields 
P:, - 1 
(J;~)*zjj + (_lyJ +lzjj~,pJ + C (-l)“(Jjp’ -OL- ‘)*(Njj - Qjj)J," = 0. 
o/=0 
(17) 
For r,s E {l,...,pj)‘we have r+pj <_ u.j by 2pj 5 uj. Hence we can 
multiply (17) on the left by e: +pj and on the right by e, (the standard 




After a reparametrization of the sum on the right-hand side we arrive at 
(t;)*Zt: + ~(-l)“+“(t’,+,+l_,)(N -Q)tj, =0, 
a=1 
which proves (b), since (15) implies Qtj, = 0. W 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that M with a(M) c Co is nonderogatory and 
that N and z are Hermitian. 
(a) The inequality M’Z + ZM + N 1 0 has a Hermitian solution iff 
either .Cj(N) vanishes or the first nonvanishing component of this vector 
is real and p_ositive. 
(b) Let Z be an arbitrary Hermitian matrix with M*,$f + Z^M + N _> 0. 
Suppose that pj is the largest integer with 0 < 2pj < vj and CA(N) = 0 for 
Q = 1,. . ,2pj, and define E := (Ti, . . . Tg,). Then (12) has a solution Z 
with Z > 2 iff E*zE > E*%E. 
Proof of necessity. By L(M*Z + ZM + N) = L(N), we can apply 
Lemma 5 to infer that Cj(N) has the required property. Now suppose that 
(12) has a solution Z with Z > 2. Lemma 6 applied for Z1 = Z, Zz = z^, 
and Nl = Nz = N with Nl - Nz = 0 implies TL (Z - z^)T,: = 0 for all 
j,k= l,... ,p. This yields E*zE = E*ZE > E*ZE. ??
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Proof of suficiency. With the integers pj as defined in (b) we infer 
either 2pj = uj or, in case of 2p, < v3, Lip, + 1(N) > 0. Let us assume 
again without restriction T = I and introduce the partition scheme as in 
the proof of Lemma 6. 
We fix j, k E 11,. . . ,p}. Define the (2vj - l)-dimensional vector z as 
follows: z,=L~(N)fora=1,...,vj,z,=Ofora=v~+2,...,2vj-land 
z~,+~ = 0 if 2pj < vj, but zVj+i = 1 (a real positive number) if 2pj = vj. 
Let us then denote by Qjj the (~j - pj)-dimensional tridiagonal Hermitian 
matrix 
2&Q + 1 zzpi + 2 
z2p, + 2 
We note that z+, + r is positive, irrespective of whether 2pj < vj or 2pj = 
uj. IfwefixQby 
it is easily seen (recalling 32(P, + a) = -z~(~, + a) ) that L(Q) actually equals 
L(N). Therefore we can find a Hermitian Y with M*Y+YM+(N-Q) = 0. 
If we are able to construct a Hermitian Z satisfying 
M*Z+ZM+QLO, (18) 
it is obvious that Y + 2 is a Hermitian solution of (la), which finishes the 
proof of part (a). 
For the construction of Z, the key idea is to look at the Lyapunov 
inequality 
?Zjj + zjjz’ + Qjj > 0. (19) 
If 5 is any eigenvector of the Jordon block 4, we infer 5 = (~1 0 . . . 0)* 
and hence zr*Qjja: = Izr )2z2P, + 1, which is positive. Therefore, the result 
cited at the beginning_of this section allows us to conclude the existence of 
a Hermitian solution Zjj of (19). For structural reasons, 
0 0 
zjj := ( ) 0 zjjj 
satisfies JTZjj + ZjjJj + Qjj 2 0, i.e., Z = diag(Zii, . . . , Z,,) yields (18). 
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Let us now turn to the sufficiency proof in (b). Since Y + .Z is a 
Hermitian solution of (12), the hypothesis amounts to E*(Y + Z)E > 
E*ZE. The explicit structure of Z,_however, exhibits E’ZE = 0 and hence, 
with the abbreviation W : = Y - Z, 
> 0. 
Now we just look at the structure of 
where the blocks * do not depend on Z. Since the solutions Zjj of (19) 
can be chosen arbitrarily large, it is clearly possible to adjust these blocks 
such that W + Z = Y $ Z - Z is even positive definite. ??
We finally stress that the above proof explicitly describes how to construct 
Hermitian or positive definite solutions of (12) if they exist. 
5. THE GENERAL NONREGULAR PROBLEM 
Recalling the notation introduced in Section 3, we have to characterize 
whether 
~:={YEY\~Z=Z* : M*Z+ZM+Q 
- (B*Y + F)*(B*Y + F) > 0) 
or 
j+{Y~~~32=2* : M*Z+ZM+Q 
- (B”Y + F)‘(B’Y + F) 2 0, z > Y*xY} 
are nonempty. 
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We conclude from Section 4 that the generally nonlinear function 
.@ : Y 3 Y -+ Cj[Q - (B*Y + F)*(B*~ + q] E p 
plays a central role in this problem. With the abbreviation 
(4:’ .. . 4:) := Cj(Q), 
we obtain the following explicit formulae for the components of 3j : 
-21m k(-I) 
[ 
“+“(tj,)*(B*Y +F)*(B*Y +F)t;k+l_-ol i, 
cr=l 1 
(20) 
-%+1(Y) =dk+1 - (t;+l)*(B*Y + F)*(B*Y + F)t;+l 
,+“(t&)*(B*Y +F)*(B*Y +F)t;k+2_(Y 1 (21) 
Let us nowmotivate our approach to ch_ecking y # 0 by assuming that 
there exists a Y E y such that either 3-1(Y) vanishes or its first nonvan- 
ishing component is real and positive. We maximize the first component 
3{(Y) = qi - (t{)*(B*Y + F)*(B*Y + F)t{ over y. Indeed, this is a 
standard quadratic optimization problem on a linear manifold, so that it is 
easily solvable; the set of optimal solutions JJ{ is again a linear manifold, /.. 
and (B*y{ + F)ti contains precisely one element 2:. Since 3;(Y) is non- 
negative, the optimal value is nonnegative as well. If it is actually positive, 
we stop. If the optimal value vanishes, 3{(p) necessarily vanishes and Y 
must be contained in y!. 
For Y E JJ: we now look at the second component 3;(Y) = qi - 
(z;)*(B*Y +F)tj, + (t;)*(B*Y +F)* z!, a constant plus the difference of an 
affine map and its conjugate. Hence there are only two possibilities. Either 
the image of this map is the whole imaginary axis or it is a singleton. In 
the first case we stop, since one can then achieve both that this second 
component vanishes and that the third component 3!(Y) is positive for 
some Y E y{. (The proof of this fact is one of the delicate steps in our 
approach). If 3; (J’{) 1s a singleton, it necessarily vanishes, since it vanishes 
for B E yf. 
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Let us now look at the third component. Again for Y E Y{, E!(Y) 
has the structure q< - (ti)*(B*Y + F)*(B*Y + F)t$ + (z{)*(B”Y + F)ti + 
(t$*(B*Y + F)*zi, a constant part minus a quadratic part plus the sum 
of an affine map and its conjugate. Hence .Fi(Y{) either is unbounded 
from above or is bounded. In the first case (where the image is actually 
I?_.), we can render this component positive and we stop. In the second 
case we again maximize this component over Yf, which is, due to the 
constraint Y E Y{, again a quadratic optimization problem. We infer 
that the solution set yi is a linear manifold and that (B* yi + F)$ is a 
singleton. By ? E Y: we clearly have F{(Y) 5 3: (Y) for all Y E Yi, and 
hence .Fi(Y$ 1s nonnegative. If it is positive, we stop. If it vanishes, we 
infer F{(8) = 0, which implies that ? is optimal and thus Y E yi. This 
allows us to iterate. 
We first establish in the following auxiliary results that all these steps 
are well defined. We include in its proof one way to explicitly decide the var- 
ious cases and how to solve the corresponding quadratic optimization prob- 
lems. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that 2 is any linear manifold of matrices of fixed 
dimension, and let M’, M2 : 2 ---f C and M3 : 2 ---f C” be arbitraq afine 
maps. 
(a) The image of 2 under the map M1 : 2 + M’(Z) - Ml(Z)* is 
either u. singleton or the whole imaginary axis Co. 
(b) The image of 2 under the map G2 : Z -+ M’(Z) + M2(Z)* - 
M3(Z)*M3(Z) ‘th ea er is R or is bounded from above. In the latter case this 
image /Aas a maximum, the set 2 of maximizers in 2 is a linear manifold, 
and M”(2) is a singleton. 
Proof. We assume 2 = Zs + span{ Zi , . , Zd} and Mj (Z) = rnj + 
Mj, where Mj is a linear rn2, j =& 2, 3. We consider the image of 
Z = Zs +Cz=, Zksk under M1 and M2. With (Y := 21m[m1 + M’(Za)] 
and a := (Ml(Z,) ... Ml(Zd))*, we infer M’(Z) = cy + u*lc - x*a 
and with y = 2Re[mz + M2(Zb)], c := (M2(2,) ... M2(Z,))*, A := 
(M3(Z,) ... M3(Z,j)), b := m3 + M3(Zo) we obtain G’(2) = y + C*Z + 
z*c - (Ax + b)*(Ax + b). Clearly, M’(2) equals Co iff a # 0, and it is a 
singleton iff a vanishes. If there exists a z E ker A which is not contained 
in ker c* we infer by replacing x with tz (t E R) that E2(2) = R. In the 
other case im A* c im c we obtain, with A+ as the Moore-Penrose inverse 
of A, c = A*(A*)+c = (A+A)* c, and we can complete the squares to arrive 
at z2(Z) = y+c*(A+)(A+)*c-b*(A*)+c-c*A+b-[Ax+b-(A*)+c]* [Ax+ 
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b- (A*)+c]. The set of maximizers is hence given by ker A+A+[(A*)+c-b], 
which may be written as x + im X with some x E Cd and X E Cd x d. By 
defining&=Zc+C~=,Z - kxk, 2, = Ci = i ZkXkl, the set of optimizers 
2 is given by 20 + span{ 21, . . . , Ei}. From AX = 0 we infer M3(zl) = 0 
for 1 = 1, . , , 2 and hence M3(2) = {M3(,&)}. Note the following: If 
(21, . . , zd} are independent and X is chosen to have full column rank 
theset (21, . . . . z,-} is independent as well. ??
On the basic of this lemma we now introduce for each j a chain of linear 
manifolds Yi > Y{ + r according to our motivating considerations. For this 
purpose we point out the following facts. Firstly, 3: is bounded from above 
on Y. Secondly, if (B*Y$ + F)tj, is a singleton for (Y = 1, . . . , k, then the 
explicit formulas (20) and (21) imply that the maps 3ik, 3, + i restricted 
to YL have precisely the structure appearing in Lemma 8. 
DEFINITION 9. For all j = 1, . . , p define the descending chain of 
linear manifolds Yl > Yf > Yl > .. iteratively as follows: Y{ := Y. 
Suppose that for some integer k > 0 with 2k - 1 5 vj the manifolds 
Y{ > Y{ > . . . > yi are constructed such that (B*Yi + F)tj, = {xi} for 
(Y= 1, . . . . k. 
If 2k + 1 5 vj, 3&($) = (0) (for k > 0), and SU~~~~+,(Y~) = 0, 
proceed by defining Yi + r as the linear manifold of maximizers of 3ik + r 
over YL. Then (B*Yi+ 1 + F)ti + 1 =: {zi, 1} is a singleton. 
Otherwise, stop, and define the length of the chain rj := k as well as 
the abbreviation Yj := Y$, 
As we did earlier, we finally introduce the integers pj related to those 
components of 3j (Yj) which equal (0). 
DEFINITION 10. For j = 1,. ,p, let gj denote the largest integer with 
0 < gj 5 vj such that 3A(Yj) = (0) for cy = 1,. . . , aj, and define pj := 
h/21. 
With all this notation we are ready to formulate the following pivotal re- 
sult of the papeL, which encompasses the regular case as well: An algebraic 
test for Y and YP being nonempty. 
THEOREM 11. (a) 3 is empty iff there exists a j E (1,. . . ,p} with 
‘~j + 1 5 uj such that a nonzero singleton (oj + 1 even) 
j or sup 3 63 1 + 
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(b) Suppose 3 # 8. Define E := (Ti, TF,,), and choose arbitrary 
Y, Z = Z* with M*Z + ZM + Q - (B’Y + F)*(B*Y + F) 2 0. Then yr, 
is nonempty Zff E*(Z - Y*XY)E > 0. 
We need the whole next section to prove this result. 
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We infer from Definition 9 that ?$ _ I (yf ) = (0) for all 1 = 1, . . , ~j 
and 
F$(Y,j) = (0) for l=l,...,~~-1. (22) 
By yf 7) Yi for 1 5 k this implies 
FL(Yi, = (0) for o=l,..., 2k-1, k=l,..., TV. (23) 
We now investigate in detail the different situation in which the algorithm in 
Definition 9 can stop and determine 03, pj explicitly according to Definition 
10: if 
2rj - 1 = Vj, 
then _V(yj) = (0) (03 = 2rJ - 1 and pi = rj - 1); if 
2’rj = u3 and _7=i7’,,(yj) = {0}, 
then Fj(yj) = {0} (a3 = 2r, and pj = ~.j); if 
2rj < u3 and Fi,(Yj) # (01, 
then _FiT7 (Yj) is either Co or a nonzero singleton (aj 




2r, - 1 and pJ = 
2-rj + 1 5 ~.j and F$, (Yj) = (0) but sup _?$, + r(y”) # 0, (24d) 
then sup Fi, + r (Yj) is negative or positive or infinite (gj = 2~~ and pj = 
Tj). 
The following result was the motivating justification for Definition 9 in 
Section 5. 
LEMMA 12. 
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Proof We can assume 5 # 0 and choose any Y E y. For a fixed 
j E (1,. . . ,p} we have to prove Y E Yj. 
First we recall, by Theorem 7, that 
the first nonvanishing component of @(Y)(if any) 
is real and positive. (25) 
This is the basis for proving inductively that Y E Y/ for 1 = 0, 1, . . . , rj. 
Y E Y{ is clear. Suppose Y E JJ! with 1 < Tj. By (23), we have Fi(Y) = 0 
for cz = l,..., 21 - 1. Since qj+ i exists, we infer from Definition 9 and 
Y E Y/ 
3.,(Y) = 0 and .E$+,(Y) < 0. 
Hence we have F:(Y) = 0 for cz = 1, . ,21, and then (25) yields 
GL + l(Y) 2 0. 
We arrive at .E$ + i (Y) = 0, which shows Y E Y/+ r by the definition of 
the latter manifold. ??
A final auxiliary discussion provides us with an explicit description of 
the linear manifolds Yi. Let us assume without loss of generality 
T=I 
and partition the columns of Y E YL as (Y’ . . YP) according to those of 
M. The formulas (20) and (21) reveal that .P depends only on the block 
Yj. Hence the construction of the jth chain only restricts the block Yj. 
This motivates us to define 
y; : = {Yj 1 (Y’ “. Y") E yl}, 
and we get 
Yi={(Yi . ..YP)IYjE$. Y’Ej$ for l#j} 
as well as 
fj yj = {(Y’ . . . y") IyjEyj for j = l,...,p}. 
j=l 
In particular, we infer that f$‘= ,Yj is nonempty, and we fix once and for 
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all the element 
Y = (Y’ . . . 
Finally, we define for Yj E 3; 
~qy+p(ja . ..j%-1yjp+1 ,_jh)~ 
Then .? is a map on 2 which yields 
Fj(y:) = Fj(y:) for k=O ,..., TV, j=l,..., p. 
We stress that 3; > 3; > . . > @, is the chain of manifolds of Definition 
9 for the map @ on the set $. This may be viewed as arising from the 
validation problem for the inequality J;Z + ZJj + (Tj)*QTj -(B*Yj + 
FTj)*(B*Yj + FTj) 2 0 under the constraint AYj - YjJj + RTj = 0. 
All this shows that it suffices to describe the sets y:. For this reason 
we need to determine a suitable explicit representation of the subset 
{ Yj 1 AYj - Yj Jj = 0) 
of C” x Vl , where n denotes the size of A. Let us first disucss the case 
Xj E a(A). Suppose that A has qj Jordan blocks of size p: >_ . . > pi, 
(ordered without loss of generality) corresponding to the eigenvalue Xj. Let 
u:(k) 
be a linear independent 
(A - X$)ujl(k) = 0, 
for k=l,..., qj, I=1 ,..., & 
set of Jordan chains with the property 
(A - x,I)u;+ 1 (k)=uf(k) forl=l,...,&-1 
andk=l,..., qj. Fora=l,..., vj let n3, denote the number of integers in 
{&..,&I h’ h w rc are larger or equal to ~j - CL + 1. This clearly implies 
n{ < . . < n3,, Let us finally define for Q: = 1, , uj the blocks 
Gj(p, o) := 0 E C” ’ 4, p==1,...,o-1 
and 
Gj(p,cy) := (~i_~+r(l) ... ui_,+,(nj,)) EC”‘“:,, p=o,...,vj, 
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which are collected in the block columns 
Now we are able to conclude from [7, Theorem l] 
(26) 
Note that for o with nj, = 0, Gj, and x, are empty matrices. The sum 
actually starts from the first Q for which nj, is positive. This convention 
has the advantage that the same description may be used if Xj is not an 
eigenvalue of A: Then we set nr = . = n,, = 0, so that all GA and x, 
are empty and the sum vanishes. 
For describing subsets of all columns, we finally introduce for the inte- 
gers T = 0,. . , uj - 1 and s = 1,. . , vJ - r the unique “cutting” matrix 
pj E cW)xbv,) 
T,S 
with PJ,s (z,) = (11::) forall (6) EC?“?. 
This explicit description has been provided to obtain the following two 
properties which are crucial for the proof of Theorem 11: 
B*Gj(a, o) has full column rank for cy = 1,. . , v3 with nj, > 0 (27) 
and 
im(P,_ r, ,G”, _ r) c im(Pr, ,G3,) (28) 
for all (Y = 2,. . . , vi, 73 = 1,. , vi - 1, and s = 1,. . . , vi - T. The first 
property simply follows from the stabilizability of 
second from the explicit definition: The matrix 
(-A* -I s1 B), and the 




G+, cy - 1) 
G’(r+s-~,cY-1) 
completed with nj, - rt”, _ 1 columns. 
It is now not difficult to derive an explicit parametrization of pk. 
LEMMA 13. For all k = O,l,. ,T~ 
Moreover, with fi+l := (B*p + F)t:+ 1 and 
(bj,)* := ((z:)‘o. - (& J*B* “. 
(-l)k+2(Z;)*B* (-l)“+‘(z;)*B* 
(zf from Definition 9) the representations 
.Tik(Y3) = .E,,(Pj) - 2Im i, 
a=k+l 1 r 2ktl 
y;i,+l(y’) = p;k+l(p3)+2Re c (b3,)*P;+l,kG$, 
I n=k+l 
+lif;ZI+,li2-llB*G’(k+1,k+l)zk+l+~~+ll/2 (32) 
hold for Yj E E ifparameterized according to (29). 
Proof. Let us first prove the formulas (31) and (32) for some k E 
{l,...,q}. supp ose YJ = @ + (~1 . gI,, ) is contained in y:, and define 
Recalling (2;) = (B*YL + F)ti for cy = 1,. . , k, we can rearrange (20) 
and (21) to 
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[ i 
Yk+l 
Flk(Y) = i$k(@ - 2h (bi)* f i, 
Y2k 
-iiB*Yk+l +.fi+11(2 + 2 Re (bj)* 
[ i 
!ik+2 
; I . Y2k+l 
NOW we use the earlier-defined cutting matrices and the parametrization 
(29). With the observation Pi, kGja = 0 for o > 2k and PL+ 1, kGja = 0 for 
cx > 2k f 1 we arrive at (31) and (32) by pj(Yj) = Fj(Y). 
Let US now prove the representation of 3; by induction on k. It is 
certainly valid for F{, and hence we assume it true for k < 7j. By the 
latter inequality $k + i is bounded from above on J$, which implies the 
same for .Eik + r on 5:. We hence infer from (32) 
(~)*Pkj+l,kG~=O for cu=k+2,...,vj with n”d, > 0. 
This implies that .?ik + r (Yj) - .?ik + r (pj) equals 




In the case of njk + i = 0, this implies _?ik + i (Yj) = ?ik + r (?) and hence 
the set of maximizers J$ + i of 31k + i over J$ equals J$+ r. This proves 
the representation for k+ 1 by our convention of treating ni + 1 = 0 in (29). 
Now suppose nl + r > 0. By (27), B*Gj(k i- 1, k + 1) has full column rank. 
With (33) we conclude that maximizing 3ik + r over J$ uniquely determines 
xk + r but does not affect any other free parameter. Since Yj E p, the 
optimal parameter is xk+ r = 0, and again this proves (29) for k + 1. ??
As an immediate corollary we infer that JJjtj, is a singleton for cx = 
1 T. and j = 1,. . ,p. Lemma 12 then shows the same for ST;,, if ,...I 3 
nonempty. 
COROLLARY 14. If Yr , YZ are contained in 3, then (Yl - Y2)Tjj = 0 for 
j = l,...,p. 
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 11. 
Proof of + in Theorem 11 (a). Suppose that 5 is nonempty, and 
choose any Y E 3. For each j = 1,. ,p we infer (25) and, by Lemma 12, 
Y E Yj, which yields, with (23), 
3;(Y) = 0 for a=1,...,2rj-1. (34) 
Suppose that aj + 1 5 uj is even and that 3:, + i (YJ) is a nonzero singleton. 
The list (24) reveals aj + 1 = 27; and hence 3:,(Y) # 0. However, (34) 
and (25) imply 3iT,T(Y) = 0, a contradiction. Suppose that uj + 1 5 uj is 
odd and that sup 3zJ + i(Yj) < 0. Again by (24) we infer gj + 1 = 2rj + 1 
and 3{,,(Yj) = (0). H ence 3;,(Y) = 0. Together with (34), this implies 
by (25) that 3&, + i (Y) > 0. This contradicts sup 3;, + ,(Yj) < 0. ??
Proof of 3 in Theorem 11 (a). Clearly, it suffices to find for each j a 
Yj E p such that $(Yj) vanishes or its first nonvanishing component is 
positive. For later purposes we actually design a whole family Yj(t) E p 
such that $(Yj(t)) has this property fo: all t E R. By Theorem 7, Y(t) := 
(Y’(t) . y”(t)) is th en contained in Y for each t E R, which proves, in 
particular, y # 0. 
Recall the stopping list (24). For the present construction we need to 
distinguish the indices j for which the algorithm stops with (24~) (as we 
will see the nontrivial case) from the others: Let us hence assume without 
restriction that the algorithm stops with (24~) for j = 1,. . . , q, and it stops 
with (24a) or (24b) or (24d) for j = q + 1,. . . ,p. 
Suppose j E {q+l, . . . , p}. In case of (24a) or (24b) we pick an arbitrary 
Yj E yj to obtain .@(Yj) = 0. In case of (24d), sup 3;, + i(p) is, by 
hypothesis, either positive or infinite, and hence we can choose Yj E YJ 
with 3iTj + i(Yj) > 0. Th en we define Yj(t) := Yj for all t E R and note 
that 
the largest integer p with 0 5 2/3 5 uj, yi(Yj(t)) = 0 
forcu=1,...,2flispj. (35) 
Now we consider j E (1,. . , q}. Again by hypothesis, the algorithm stops 
with 
2rj 2 ‘/j and 3i7? (Yj) = Co. (36) 
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We prove that there exists a Yj(t) E 9 with 
?& (Yj@)) = 0, 
and, in case 2rj + 1 < vj, 
%, + low) > 0 
(374 
W’b) 
for all t E R, and we observe that 
the largest integer ,0 with 0 < 2p 5 vj , ?i (Yj (t)) = 0 for 
o= l,.. .,2pis7j=pj+l. (33) 
Fix an arbitrary t E 77,. In what follows we extensively use (29) and 
(31), (32) for k = rj,. The assumption (36) just implies that at least one of 
the vectors (e, )*P$i,T3 GA for cy = rj + 1,. . . ,2rj is nonzero. If oj denotes 
the largest index with this property, we get 
(@,)*P;iJ,TiG&i # 0 with rj+l<CXjL27j, (39) 
UJ!;)*P;~,,~G~, = 0 for o!=oj+1,...,27j. (40) 
In the parametrrization (29) of Yj(t), we choose 
z&(t) = 0 for ck!=l,..., aj-1,aj+2 I...) Vj, 
so that the only freedom left is in the choice of za3 (t) and, in case aj + 1 < 
vj, zrQj + i(t). By (4O), this implies 
y’,(Yj(t)) = ?“,,(?j) - 21m[(bj7j)*P;iJ,,iGj,~,z,:,(t)]i. 
Now we exploit (39): There exists an ZZ,~ (t) with 
(41) 
(b3,)*P~J,TJGj,Jzrc,,(t) = t +i Im [yi,(?j)]/2. (42) 
The real part depends on t and is left variable for laier use. The imaginary 
part is chosen independently of t so that, by .E&, (Yj) E Co, (41) vanishes 
identically in t, which accomplishes (37a). In the case of 2rj = uj and 
aj + 1 2 Vj we choose (arbitrarily) ~,~+i(t) = 0 and the construction 
is finished. Suppose 2rj +l 5 Vj, Then we always have cyj+l < 2rj +l 5 uj, 
and we further adjust z+ + l(t) to obtain (37b) as follows. Recall 
.%J + i(Yj(t)) = a(t) + b(t) + 2 ReP& )*p!j + I,73 Gi, + lz,i + 1 @)I (43) 
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with a(t) = kj + I (@) + 2 Re[(b3,)*P!J + l,T,j G&x,~ (t)] and b(t) := 
llf:,+J’ -I(B* Gj(~-+l,~.j +l) ~,~(t)+ji,+~11~ if q = ~j +l or b(t) := 0 
for (Ye > 7-i + 1. It is only important to observe that a(t) and b(t) do 
not depend on x,,+i (t). Here is the crucial observation in this proof: A 
specialization of (28) implies im(P:, , +, G$ c im( F’!,, + i, r, G’,, + i). Hence 
(39) implies (gJ)*J’:, +l,r,Gi, +1 # 0. Therefore there exists an x,, + i(t) 
which renders (43) positive. ??
Proof of Theorem 11 (b)-necessity. Choose p E pP and the Her- 
mitian ,? with M*,? + Z^M + Q - (B*? + F)*(B’p + F) > 0 as well as 
z^ > PXF. 
By Y, p E 9, we infer from Corollary 14 and pj < r3 
YE = FE. (44 
We intend to prove E*ZE = E*zE such that E*ZE = E*Z^E > E* 
p*X?E = E’ Y*XYE yields the desired inequality. 
It remains to show 
Suppose j # 
(qg’(Z - .2)T;k = 0 for j,k = l,..., p. 
k. Then we infer from (44) 
,)*{Q - (B’Y + F)*(B*Y + F) 
(45) 
CT; 
- [Q - (I?“? + F)*(B*? + F)]}Tik = 0, 
and (45) follows from Lemma 6(a). Let us finally show (45) for j = k and fix 




x [(B*Y + F)*(B*? + F) - (B*Y + F)*(B*Y + F)]t3,. (46) 
With Y, p E yj and (B*JJj + Fjt: = {.zh}, we infer by conjugation 
(@*(z-&j, = - ~(-l)“+“(~~)‘B’(P-Y)t:+,+l_, 
a=1 
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Using (30) for k = s, this can be rewritten to 
(Y -P)t3,+1 
(t’s)*(2 - 2); = (bj,)* ( 1 ; . (47) (Y - @;+a 
Since Y and p are contained in yj, there exist, by (29) for k = s, complex 
vectors 2, such that we arrive at 
?-+a 
(t;)*(z - .@tj, = c (g)*P; ,G$,. 
a=sfl 
Hence it suffices to prove 
(b$*P$Gj, = 0 for a = s + 1,. ,T + s. (48) 
Now we exploit .F&(yi) = (0): F or s < Tj this follows from (22), and for 
s = rj we necessarily have (by s 5 pj 5 rj) pj = rj and it follows from 
(24). If we look at (31) for k = s, we obtain 
(e)*Pj,,,Gi=O for a=s+l,..., 2s. (49) 
We exploit once more (28) to deduce inductively im(Pz_ 1, ,GL _ 1) c im 
(Pj!, ,Gj,) for 1 = 1, . . . , s - 1. Therefore 
(E)*Pj,,sGi = 0 implies (b3,)*Pj,,Gi_s+. = 0 T = 1,. . ,s. (50) 
Hence (49) allows to infer (bj,)* PJ, ,Gj, = 0 for cx = r + 1,. . . , s + r, which 
leads to (48) by T 5 s. ??
Proof of Theorem 11 (b)-suficiency. In the proof of part (u) we 
constructed, for each t E R, a certain Y(t) E 3, and we let Z(t) denote 
any Hermitian matrix with 
M*Z(t) + Z(t)M + Q - [B*Y(t) + F]*[B*Y(t) + F] 2 0. (51) 
Motivated by (35) and (38), we define 
p^::=pj+l=rj for j=l,...,q, 
pj := pj 5 7-j for j=q+l,...,p 
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as well as 
E:= (T$ ..,TZ). 
Note that on& the first q blocks of E and i!? differ: For j = 1,. . . ,q, the 
jth block of E equals the jth the block of E extended by the single column 
tf, The hypothesis amounts to 
E*[Z(O) - Y(O)*XY(O)]E > 0. (52) 
We prove that there exists a t with 
E*[z(t) - Y(t)*XY(t)]E > 0. (53) 
We just need to recall (35) and (38) to conclude, with Theorem 7, that 
Y(t) E yp and hence sP # 0. The existence of t with (53) is shown by 
identifying the stru_cture of the matrix on the left-hand side. We clearly 
have Y(O),Y(t) E J’. With pj < 4 I rj and Corollary 14 we get 
[Y(t) - Y(O)]E = 0 and [Y(t) - Y(O)]E = 0. 
Hence E*{[B*Y(O) + F]*[B*Y(O) + F] - [B*Y(t) -t F]*[B*Y(t) +F]}E = 
0, and by Lemma 6(a) we infer from (51) 
(T;)*[Z(t) - Z(0)]Tjk = 0 for jfk. 
In the necessity part we have already proved that (51) implies 
E*[Z(t) - Z(O)]E = 0. 
Recalling the structure of E and E, it just remains to identify the elements 
of (Z’,$*[Z(t) - Z(O)]ti, for j = 1,. . , q. We will actually show that all 
components vanish apait from the last one which simply equals t: 
(t;)*[Z(t) - z(o)]t;, = { ; ;; :‘I ;;. ’ 1 g - l, . (54) 
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* 
All this reveals that (T$) [Z(t) - Y(t)*XY(t)]Tjh has the structure 
E C(Pj + l) x (PI + l) for j=k=l,...,q, 
g Cb’ + 1) x (P, + 1) for j # k, j, k = 1,. . . , q, 
(%k 
vjk ) E CPj x (P3 + l) for j=q+l,...,p, 
k=l,...,q, 
Ujk E CPiXPJ for j,k=q+l,..., p, 
where the blocks Ujk, the vectors vjk, and the scalars wjk do not depend 
on t. Hence (TiJ*[Z(O) - Y(0)*XY(O)]TP; equals Ujk, and the hypothesis 
(52) reveals (ujk)j, k= 1, . ..# > 0. The structure of the left-hand side of (53) 
hence clarifies how to find a large t E R with (53). 
To complete the proof we need to show (54) for a fixed j. We apply 
Lemma 6(b) and obtain for s = pj = Tj, as in the steps from (46) to (47), 
(t$)*[Z(t) - Z(O@j, = (gj)* ( ;;:;::;:tt:;;) 
By our construction of the parameters defining Yj(t) we have 
and hence 
(t& )*Iz(t) - wwj, 
= (tij)*pT,&xj [xc+ (t) - ~a,(‘41 + G;J+l[xaj +l(t) - xcr, +I@)]}. 
For T = rj we get (tj,)*[Z(t) - Z(0)]t;J = t by (40) and (42). Hence 
assume T < rj. We recall (40) and apply (50) for s = rj. We infer 
(bj, )* Pi, 7j G3& = 0 for (Y = aj + 1 - rj + T, . . . , ~j + r and, trivially, for 
CY = rj +r + 1, . . , uj. In this index list the parameters crj and oj + 1 always 
appear, since 1 - Tj + r 5 0. Hence we arrive at (tj,)*[Z(t) - Z(O)]tj, = 0. 
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7. APPENDIX. PROOFS OF THE REDUCTION PRINCIPLES 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us define 
As a central tool we use the following auxiliary result for the algebraic 
Riccati equation, taken from the appendix of [la]. 
LEMMA 15. If the Hermitian X satisfies A*X+XA-XBB*X+Q = 0, 
there exists ,a Hermitian solution X of the same equation and a V with 
g(A - BB*X) c C- U Co and 
x-z= (;)(xl-xl)(;)‘. 
Let us now start the proof of Theroem 2 and assume that the Hermitian 
X satisfies A*X + XA - XBB’X + Q = P _> 0. Partitioning P according 
to A, we obtain 
AIXl + XlAl - XlBlB;Xl + Ql = ~1, 
(AI - BlB;Xl)*Xl2 + Xl2A2 + XlA12 + Q12 = p12, 
A;IX2 + X2A2 + A;2X12 + X;,Al2 - Xi2B1B;X12 + Q2 = p2. 
Since (Al - sI Bl) is stabilizable, ATXl + XlAl - XlBlB;Xl + Ql 2 0 
implies the existe_ce of the unique Hermitian 2, 2 X1 s?tisfying (6). 
Introducing A1 := Al - BlB;Xl and A := X1 - X1 < 0, a simple 
calculation leads to 
$A + A& - ABIB;A = Pl, 
(21 - BlB;A)*X12 + X12A2 + AA12 + (%A12 + Q12) = p12, (56) 
A;Xz + X2A2 + A;,X12 + XT2A12 - X;,BlB;Xl2 + Q2 = P2. 
If A+ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, we now define PI = Af 
PI A+ and P~z = A+Plz. By Pl 2 0, (56) yields ker A c ker (9). Since 
P > 0 implies ker Pl c ker P;Z, we hence obtain ker A c ker PT2. We 
conclude 
PI 20, Ap,A = P, and Apl, = Pl2. (57) 
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If we choose any Ei with gi& = BIB; + pl and define Arz := A12 + 
FIX12 - p12, a2 := QZ - Pz - X&PiXrz - PT2Xiz -X;,&_, our equation 
triple can further be rewritten as 
$A+ A& - Ai@;A = 0, 
(xl - ~&A)*x,, + X12A2 + A&, + (zlA12 + Q12) = 0, 
A;Xz +X2& + &2x12 + x;,&, - x;,B1ii7~x12 + ij2 = o. 
By Big; 2 BIB;, (& - SI i?~) is stabilizable and we can apply Lemma 
15 to 
($ 2;) ($)? ( (xlA1;+Q12)* t,a;:Q12) 
If we note that the unique A with %a + aA, - z&&a = 0 and o(Ai - 
El&a) c C- U Co necessarily vanishes (0 satisfies all properties), we infer 
the existence of V, 212, and a Hermitian Xz satisfying 
3%~ + %2A2 + (%A12 + Q12) 
A;22 + 22A2 + g2%2 + X;2&2 - ~:;2i?l@i52 + a2 
and 
X1 -^1 
(Xl2 - x12)* 
x12 - -12) = (;>A(;)*. 
x2 - x2 
= 0, (58) 
= 0, (59) 
(60) 
It is easily seen that (59) can be rearranged to A322 + XzA2 + A;,Xi2 + 
-Q2Arz_X;zBiB;Xrz+& = P2+(~l2-X,2)*P~(Xl2-X12)+P;Z(~~2+ 
X12) + (Xi2 -X12)*&. Using (60) and recalling (57), the right-hand side 
of this equation equals Pz + V*PlV - Pi2V - V*Pl2, which is, by P > 0, 
obviously positive semidefinte. The resulting inequality together with (6) 
and (58) shows that X is the desired solution of (l), which satisfies X 5 X 
by (60) and A 5 0. ??
Proof of Theorem 1. In addition to (55), we introduce abbreviations 
for the other subblocks of A and & by 
and R = 
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to obtain 
We assume that (4) has a Hermitian (and positive definite) solution. By 
Theorem 2 there hence exists a Hermitian (and positive definite) _? and a 
P 2 0 with 
and 
a(A - BB*X) c C- u Co. 
We can choose particular coordinates in which we have 
with o(A,) c C- and a(Ay) c Co. It will be important that the (1,3) block 
of A - BB’X vanisheswhich is achievable because a(A,) n n(A2) = 0. 
Since AT is asymptotically stable, the unique A with (A;)*A+AA, - 
AB,(B,)*A = 0 and o(A, - B;(B,)*A) c C- is A = 0. According to 
[lo, Theorem 21, there hence exists a A < 0 with 
N := (A;)*A + AA, - AB,(B,)*A > 0, (61) 
and ]]A(] can be rendered arbitrarily small. We define 
(where we choose A so small that X is still positive definite). The standard 
relation A*X + XA - XBB*X + Q - (A*2 + XA - _?BB*z + Q) = 
(A-BB*X)*(X-X)+(X-@(A-BB’X)-(X-X)BB*(X-2) and 
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(; i; A;, . 
0 0 A2 
Since the subblocks A: and AZ of A - BB*X have all their eigenvalues in 
Co, and since o(A3) C C+, the blocks of 
can be chosen to satisfy 
(A - BB*X)* (~~)+(~~)A~+XL+~=(~)~ 
For a Z as yet unspecified, we define 
x Y 
A!:= y* z ( > 
and obtain 
A*X+XA-XBB*X+e= (i i ; F3;z))7 (62) 
where 
Fa(Z) = A;Z + ZA3 + Y’L + L*Y - Y*BB*Y + Q3 
is the only block influenced by Z. Now we recall (T(A~) c C+, which implies 
that there exist arbitrarily large Z > 0 such that a(Z) > 0 is arbitrarily 
large (see e.g. the end of the proof of Theorem 3 in [lo]). By N > 0 we 
can hence find a Hermitian Z such that Fs(Z) is large enough to ensure 
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and (62) shows that X is a Hermitian solution of (1). (If X > 0, the matrix 
2 > 0 can even be taken large enough to ensure X > 0 as well). W 
This work was done while I was visiting the Department of Systems 
Science and Mathematics at Washington University in St. Louis, U.S.A. 
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